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Here are some of the memory-based questions of MH CET Law 2023 for 3-Year LLB Slot 1 -

What is the national song of India?

Ans - Vande Mataram

Largest Cricket Stadium?

Ans - Narendra Modi Stadium, Ahmedabad

Who demarcated the boundary between India and Pakistan?

Ans - Sir Cyril Radcliffe

Constitution Day of India is observed on which day?

Ans - November 26

Who wrote the book “India Wins Freedom”?

Ans - Abul Kalam Azad

Which is the golden city of India?

Ans - Jaisalmer

How inflation affects the price of commodities?

Ans - Inflation increases the price of commodities

Who won the International Booker Prize for Hindi language?

Ans - Geetanjali Shree



What is the full form of IOS?

Ans - iPhone Operating System

Which is the Nirvana Symbol?

Ans - Bodhi Tree

Hindenburg line is between which two countries?

Ans - Poland and Germany

When was the first census conducted in India?

Ans - 1872

The study of the universe is known as __?

Ans - Cosmology

Charak Samhita is related to what?

Ans - Ayurveda

Who is the coach of Saina Nehwal?

Ans - Pullela Gopichand

Name the instrument for measuring blood pressure?

Ans - Sphygmomanometer

What makes blood red in colour?

Ans - Haemoglobin



The garden inside the Taj Mahal is known as?

Ans - Mughal Garden

Somnath Temple is located at?

Ans - Gujarat

The roads are icy, __. Supply a suitable question tag?

Ans - Aren’t they?

There is __ red umbrella on the table, take it. Provide suitable article.

Ans - a

The old man has been acquitted of the charge of theft. What is the antonym
of the underlined word?

Radha went out in the rain and __ cold. Fill in the blanks.

Ans - caught

If I was you, I would not accept this proposal. (Change into affirmative)

Let the cat out of the box, means?

Ans - To disclose a secret

I can’t come to play football today because, I __ my leg.

Ans - Broke



What does take one to task means?

Ans - Criticise someone severely for a fault or mistake.

The essay becomes a little too abstract, __ the end.

Ans - Towards

He was so brilliant in his planning that he hit the nail on the head. What is
the meaning of the underlined words?

Ans - To say or do something that is exactly right.

The result has been declared. Turn to active form.

Ans - They have declared the result.

The doctor __ her pulse.

Ans - examined

A lot of time is wasted on unproductive discussions by the team. Change
the voice.

Ans - the team wastes a lot of time on unproductive discussions.

How was __ movie that you saw yesterday? Supply the article in the
blanks.

Ans - the



I will always be indebted __ you for your kindness. Fill in the blanks.

Ans - to

The idiom - A piece of cake means?

Ans - Something that can be easily achieved.


